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CMT vs LCGCMT

CMT
... is a configuration management  environment
concept of package
description of the package in a requirements file
tools for accessing this informations 

set the environment of the package 
used to operate on a package (build or 
use)                                                         

                                                    www.cmtsite.org



LCGCMT    

describes AA software by cmt rules
Externals 

boost, GSL, XercesC, Python, qt ...
Projects

ROOT, SEAL, RELAX, CORAL, COOL, POOL 
and relations between them

dependency rules (by use statement)



LCGCMT    

LCGCMT structure 
LCG_Settings

                general settings
LCG_Configuration

                 contains all versions of all packages
LCG_Interfaces

                 interfaces to all packages for further usage 
LCG_Builders



LCG_BUILDERS - Motivation
Building externals every time the new platform is requested
The recipe is alway the same

get the source files
configure them
build the sofware
install it

All information for this procedure  are in LCGCMT
sofware version
build options
paths and environment 



LCG_Builders
Use the LCGCMT data to build package
Describe the build  procedure for all externals and projects
Use CMT to control whole process 
Platform independent

set of scripts need to be prepared for Windows and 
Unixes 
Windows is not fully supported (yet)

    



LCG_Builders

Only a few parameters must be set before start
cmt environment
CMTCONFIG - describes target platform
Build directory (if other then /build/LCG)

Easy to reproduce by anyone.
        



LCG_Builder construction

All file are in LCGCMT/LCG_Builders
one directory per package (external or project)

        (eg. LCGCMT/LCG_Builders/xercesc)
LCG_BuildPolicy - a virtual package that  describes 
LCG_Builders structure.

the build mechanism
default actions (pkg_get, pkg_make, pkg_doxygen)
default environment 



LCG_Builders

4 steps to build the package
$ cmt pkg_get
$ cmt pkg_config
$ cmt pkg_make
$ cmt pkg_install

Additional actions 
pkg_test
pkg_loginstall
doxygen actions for projects



LCG_Builders - directory  structure 



LCG_Builders - directory structure 



LCG_Builders - directory structure



LCG_Builders - directory structure



Why it is useful 

The build is reproducible 
It is easy to build the software
All information are provided by the builders

sources (tar files' names, cvs options)
environment 
gcc options, linking information 
paths, prefixes, 

maintenance is very easy



Nightlies Integration    

The nightlies build scripts become a simple robot, that takes a 
set of projects and runs the four commands in builder directory.

Lines number shrink by factor of ~ 2
The scripts started to look nice
The maintenance is much easier
There is no difference for end user

The status page looks the same
The builds, logfiles, sources, etc are in the same place



Additional features 

LCG_Configuration
display web page
doxygen information pages



Problems

Does not fully work on Windows
externals scripts are not ready
not all externals can be built on windows

Nightlies: unable to build dev1 slot becouse of old LCGCMT 
version (LCGCMT_53-patches)
Cross compilation is possible for all projects but ROOT



Summary 
~70 builders (7 projects and more then 60 externals)
easy you use, trivial in maintenance
still some problem on Windows
LCG_Builders provide exactly the same results for all users:

Individual users
Nightly build system
release builds

LCG_Builder based nightlies will be put into production in 
following days.
Successfully used for 54a, 54b, 54c releases and porting the 
external stack to osx 10.4,  10.5  and gcc41 on ia32 and 
amd64 



Questions?

Thank you


